investigators can now search through
digital evidence themselves

Tracks Inspector
The volume of digital information involved in criminal investigation
has risen dramatically in recent years. Right from the start of an
investigation the detective closely involved with the case needs to be
able to evaluate the relevance of his information, and must know the
facts.
Fox-IT has developed a solution in which digital evidence is
stored centrally while tactical investigators can use web browsers
simultaneously to study this evidence quickly, easily and at an early
stage. This solution is called the Tracks Inspector.

Analysing digital evidence becomes easier
Key features

Viewing electronic information becomes just as easy as reading an impounded paper diary, for

• Developed for collaboration among

instance, or a file with invoices. Investigators need standard reports which can easily be included

investigative teams

in a charge. Tracks Inspector makes this possible.

• Investigation of evidence material while a
forensic copy is made
• Use via a web browser, no need for extra
plug-ins

Tactical investigator conducts own digital research
After one day of training a tactical investigator is able to study the digital evidence in a case
himself using Tracks Inspector. No IT experience is needed.

• Use on the move - Tracks Inspector works
perfectly on Android tablets or iPads
• Users without IT experience can get to work
after just one day’s training

Simplicity
Tracks Inspector is a system characterised by simplicity, security, collaboration, reporting, linking
with other systems and scalability in terms of storage, processing, management and analysis.
Tracks Inspector enables the tactical investigator to analyse case information with colleagues

• Tracks Inspector is supplied as an appliance
solution

anytime and anywhere. Analyses are immediately shared and results can be reported on paper or
in digital form.

• Tactical information in dashboards enables a
strategic approach
• Interactive and intuitive searching using
smart filters
• Practical reporting feature

Collaboration
The tactical investigator is able to locate the digital information within the context of the case
himself. This gives the scarce forensic IT experts the opportunity to focus on specialist issues.
Their knowledge and advanced forensic IT tools can thus be put to better use.

• User interface in multiple languages
• Easy to expand for quicker operation, more
storage and more users

Use
Tracks Inspector is supplied as an appliance which can easily be expanded thanks to its scalable
architecture. The system can thus grow in line with the organisation’s needs. The user interface
is accessible through a web browser without being dependent on extra plug-ins. Tracks Inspector
works not only in all popular internet browsers, but can also be used perfectly with an Android
tablet or iPad thanks to the use of HTML5 technologies.

Operation
Distributor:

After registering the investigator selects a case, for which a dashboard is then displayed. This
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dashboard is a visual representation of digital evidence such as hard-drives, USB sticks, DVDs etc.
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The dashboard will automatically indicate which items of evidence may be interconnected, what
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users have been created, and will notify the presence of suspicious programmes or files such as
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encryption. This information can be used to determine the sequence of the investigation and to
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assess whether the assistance of a forensic IT expert is needed. Clicking on an item of evidence
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gives the investigator an overview of the available images, documents, videos, e-mail and possibly
the internet history. The investigator can search through the data and filter to find relevant
material which can be marked and described.

Fox IT prevents, solves and mitigates the most
serious cyber threats with innovative solutions for
government, defense, law enforcement, critical
infrastructure, banking, and commercial enterprise
clients worldwide. Our approach combines human
intelligence and technology into innovative solutions
that ensure a more secure society. We develop custom
and packaged solutions that maintain the security
of sensitive government systems, protect industrial
control networks, defend online banking systems, and
secure highly confidential data and networks.
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